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Reported by  Shea & Livia & Lexie&Oliva&Hanna

Recently, the food additive anhydrous saccharin sodium has been 
affected by market demand. The transaction price in the domestic 
market has been adjusted to around 46/KG, and the transaction 
price in the foreign market is around 5.4-5.6 US dollars/KG. In the 
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short term, the price of anhydrous saccharin sodium will stabilize.
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Enrofloxacin/Ciprofloxacin Hydrochloride: The quotations from 
mainstream domestic factories have been stable recently. The 
market demand for Enrofloxacin and Ciprofloxacin Hydrochloride 
is weak at present, and we will continue to pay attention to the 
market transaction situation in the future.
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The transaction volume of lysine hydrochloride market is weak, 
the market quotation of traders has been slightly reduced, the 
signing sentiment of end users is weak, most factory orders are 
signed until June, mainly for delivery, and the factory profits are 
good. Recently, Henan Jinyufeng lysine project was successfully 
started up, and we will pay attention to the factory quotation 
situation in the future.
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ZMC announced on April 29: At 19:47 on April 28, 2024, the buffer 

 tank of the exhaust gas system in the company's carotenoid 
intermediate production workshop flashed, with no casualties and 
small direct economic losses. The company's production and 
operation are normal. Affected by the news on the night of April 28 

, although ZMC finally announced that the impact was small, the 
market opinion was constantly expanding. In addition, the 
inventory of VA VE products in the market was extremely small. 
There was a period of weak and stable operation in the early stage 

. The sudden incident was like a frightened bird to the market, and 
the market attention increased sharply.
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